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Executive Summary

War crimes pay. In East and Central Africa, where armed conflict has created some of the fastest-growing refugee flows in the world, control over lucrative resources is often the raison d’être of perpetrators. Economic crimes and grave violence often occur in tandem and generate profits for a range of people and entities involved. They entrench the conditions that made exploitation possible, inevitably leading to more.

That armed conflicts produce far-flung profits is no secret. Yet buyers and other facilitators aware of their involvement continue to make violent operations lucrative, stoking irreversible harm to affected communities and impoverishing otherwise resource-rich nations. Armed groups and war criminals worldwide operate with the complicity of foreign business partners, government officials, transnational financing networks, and international financial institutions. In East and Central Africa, this is as true for the last remaining Lord’s Resistance Army fighters poaching elephants in Garamba National Park as it is for government army forces occupying oil-rich areas in South Sudan’s northern states. These operations are only possible with money, equipment, and the opportunity to bring goods to market. Foreign business networks aid war criminals in the extraction, transport, and laundering of criminally-derived profits with materials, funding, services, and financial incentives. The value of the materials they steal and trade—among them gold, weapons, ivory, and timber—is only as high as the price foreign buyers are willing to pay.

Despite their crucial role, the commercial actors responsible for facilitating serious international crimes are rarely held accountable in court. This was not always true: during the 1948 Nuremberg trials, 13 executives from the German chemical company IG Farben were convicted of war crimes and crimes against humanity for their role in perpetrating the Holocaust. Farben was responsible for manufacturing the Zyklon B gas used in many of the Nazi extermination camps. Since then, however, even while war crimes prosecutions have advanced in almost every respect, the cases against Farben and other corporate Nazi facilitators have rarely been replicated. Instead, cases against alleged corporate facilitators of war crimes and crimes against humanity are often dropped or settled, if pursued at all.

It is little wonder, then, that the financial dimension of the world’s worst ongoing crimes remains crucial to their relentless perpetration. With widespread impunity, many of the most powerful co-conspirators and facilitators of atrocities—banks, refiners, offshore trusts, natural resource buyers and traders—continue operating, often quite profitably. Greed-based incentives for atrocities are preserved for all involved. Meanwhile, affected communities are deprived of key rights, such as accountability for economic crimes, a full accounting of the truth, and adequate reparations. Instead, victims are left to contend with acute poverty born of corruption and violence. Add to this the corrosive effects of impunity, which includes protracted conflict, and the observation of one lawyer in eastern
Democratic Republic of Congo ring true: “[The] lack of prosecution in the area of organized financial crime encourages war crimes, and war itself.”

All of this points to a little-discussed truth about war crimes and the international community’s quest to combat them: to hold their perpetrators accountable, governments, the private sector, and the courts must take aim at the financial infrastructure fueling these atrocities. Authorities in national and international courts should improve their approaches to investigating the financing of atrocities, greed motives, and profits derived by war criminals. They can do this using tools already at their disposal, including statutes prohibiting theft, sanctions violations, and atrocity crimes; diverse theories of liability; financial investigation strategies; and the seizure of ill-gotten wealth. If these powers are not brought to bear, key perpetrators, facilitators, and beneficiaries of some of the world’s worst crimes will continue to operate with impunity, and extreme violence will continue.

Courts must also wield more effective ways to punish the financial crimes that often accompany war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. Individuals who have faced war crimes prosecution generally keep their wealth and avoid charges for the economic crimes essential to their violent strategies. Some of the most notoriously business-savvy war criminals, including Charles Taylor and Jean-Pierre Bemba, were never prosecuted for their financial crimes. In these and similar cases, the courts missed opportunities to directly address systematic acts of pillage and identify the profits resulting from crimes, leaving illicit financial networks and illegal assets untouched.

At the same time, financial actors can be more vulnerable to apprehension than political and military actors. They operate all over the world. With business operations occurring outside the immediate geographic theater of crimes, law enforcement in a variety of legal systems can intervene in meaningful ways.

This shift is possible. Take a recent case in the Netherlands, where prosecutors convicted a key source of financing to Charles Taylor. Taylor, of course, was well known for crimes against humanity in diamond-rich Sierra Leone, but his commercial partners operated almost entirely in the shadows. That changed when Dutch authorities investigated businessman Guus Kouwenhoven, convicting him in absentia in 2017 for providing weapons and other support to then-President Taylor during the civil war in Liberia. According to the judgment, Kouwenhoven said he was part of Taylor’s “second inner circle,” comprised of “the major business people” with direct relationships to Taylor. For Taylor’s part, he considered Kouwenhoven’s company his “pepperbush” during the war, using a traditional Liberian moniker meaning something of great personal financial interest.

Kouwenhoven’s conviction was groundbreaking, despite relying on a simple notion: just as financial interests accompany war crimes, financial investigations should accompany war crimes investigations. Given vast evidence showing that despotic army, government, and rebel leaders...
prevailing over the world’s worst humanitarian crises each have their own “pepperbush” networks, justice authorities should work hard to ensure the Kouwenhoven case does not stand alone for long.

To be clear, there are good reasons for the finance blind spot in war crimes trials. Successfully prosecuting atrocity crimes in even their simplest form is difficult. Practitioners face the daunting tasks of eliciting cooperation with foreign jurisdictions, gathering evidence in multiple countries, protecting witnesses in remote high-risk environments, and gaining custody of suspects in conflict zones. Financial investigations only add to these complexities. Like most innovations, they are also not cheap: new expertise in financing and international criminal law, which has been scarce in practice, is required, meaning multiple public and private-sector institutions must contribute effort and resources.

Complicating matters further, investigating financial crimes or actors linked to atrocities often requires the political will to probe popular and profitable multinational business networks. With formidable legal and public relations resources at their disposal, these multinational corporations can wield influence over political actors in various jurisdictions, deterring them from supporting investigations into complex financial networks.

Despite these challenges, investigating and prosecuting the financial dimensions of atrocity crimes may give war crimes prosecutors easier paths to justice. Documentary evidence, including export and bank records, business disclosures, and social media captures—all of which are useful for demonstrating links to defendants—can be more reliable and accessible than other evidence like victim testimony. And since many of these investigations can be led in jurisdictions in Europe or North America, prosecutors can avail themselves of war crimes units designed to pursue successful criminal cases and asset forfeiture actions.

Recognizing that international financial pressure can play an intervening role in limiting violence and human rights abuses, policymakers in North America and Europe have recently increased their attention to international financing and kleptocracy. This trend suggests growing recognition that civil lawsuits and asset seizures can help combat illicit finance on an individual and corporate level, complementing broader network sanctions and anti-money laundering (AML) measures and, together, helping curb the flow of money from war zones to profiteers.

Still, many of the financial activities that sustain cycles of atrocities are criminal acts that elicit no criminal punishment. That is why prosecutors at international courts and in domestic war crimes units should view financial crimes— including theft, bribery, money-laundering, sanctions violations, and other economic misconduct—as targets of accountability, their perpetrators as crucial to the structures of violence in war zones as the killing of civilians.
This report proposes a shift in our approach to justice for serious international crimes, targeting the perpetrators of atrocities where they are often most vulnerable: their money. The report describes new approaches that can be integrated throughout the phases of investigation and trial: using financial investigations to more effectively prosecute atrocity crimes, prosecuting the financial crimes that enable or motivate atrocity crimes, and seizing criminally-derived assets as a measure of accountability and to fund reparations. The analysis and recommendations focus on one of the deadliest and most lucrative parts of the world, East and Central Africa, and highlight important contemporary cases from elsewhere in the world.

Recommendations

The following should guide policymakers, prosecutors, and investigators:

1. **Follow the money in war crimes investigations:** Domestic and international prosecutors and investigators should investigate financial evidence and networks in serious international crimes cases they accept, adopting an integrated strategy from the outset. They should pursue financial evidence related to key crimes and suspect organizations alongside investigations into core war crimes and crimes against humanity. They should assume that financial evidence, motives, crimes, and actors will be relevant until proven otherwise and consider liability theories relevant to financial enablers early on. Prosecutors addressing transnational financial crimes should vigorously enforce anti-money laundering statutes, with particular attention paid to financial institutions that may be aiding money transfers originating at the crime base.

2. **Bring finance experts in from the beginning:** Domestic and international prosecutors charged with prosecuting serious international crimes should prioritize financial crimes expertise as essential to their work. International Criminal Court (ICC) member states should fund investment in financial investigations and expertise, and ICC Chief Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda should appoint a special adviser for atrocities financing. Lead prosecutors in specialized domestic justice units should also provide staff members with training in financial forensics. International and domestic authorities should invest in heightened protective measures for whistleblowers and environmental activists, given their unique ability to contribute financial evidence and the unique threats to their security.

3. **Collaborate across borders and use open-source intelligence:** Domestic officials investigating transnational financial and atrocity crimes should more proactively cooperate with other domestic and international courts, especially through informal information exchange and making better use of open-source intelligence. All relevant state actors should proactively engage with the International Anti-Corruption Coordination Centre in the United Kingdom, which can facilitate information and analysis exchange between a number of countries and international organizations. ICC member states should improve their domestic cooperation policies to ensure effective responses to ICC cooperation requests.
4. **Prosecute economic crimes where atrocities occur**: The Special Criminal Court in the Central African Republic (CAR), hybrid court in South Sudan, and economic crimes units in the Democratic Republic of Congo should develop strategies for investigating the financial networks, widespread theft, and greed-based motives that have fueled atrocity crimes. The U.S. Department of State’s Office of Global Criminal Justice (GCJ) should encourage authorities at these courts, including the African Union and lead prosecutors, to make economic crimes a priority. Donor countries should contribute funding for financial investigations training so they can pursue cases against the business actors and profiteers of atrocity crimes. U.N. peacekeeping missions in Congo, South Sudan, and CAR should ensure their specialized prosecution cells investigate economic crimes linked to atrocities, like trafficking and extortion.

5. **Pass and amend key legislation**: U.N. member states should support the proposed treaty prohibiting Crimes Against Humanity to improve ease of legal action against financial enablers of atrocities in domestic courts. The U.S. Congress should reintroduce and pass legislation prohibiting crimes against humanity to give U.S. federal prosecutors broader power to prosecute perpetrators and facilitators of atrocities abroad, especially those availing themselves of the benefits of U.S. financial institutions and networks. Congress should amend the United States war crimes statute to make pillage a predicate offense, given the relevance of theft in East and Central Africa to individuals and companies operating globally.

6. **Seize the proceeds of crimes**: Authorities in domestic justice systems with the power to seize criminally-derived assets should look to East and Central Africa for relevant actors linked to corruption and atrocities that may park assets in their jurisdictions. In the United States, this effort is led by the Department of Justice’s Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section (MLARS). United Kingdom authorities are also particularly well-positioned to do this if they operationalize new authorities granted by the Unexplained Wealth Orders and Magnitsky Amendment in the 2017 Criminal Finance Bill.

7. **Pay affected communities back**: ICC authorities should conduct earlier and more frequent parallel financial investigations and use their authority to seize assets, which could help cover reparations and defense costs. Relevant domestic authorities, including the U.S. Department of Justice’s MLARS, in cooperation with the U.S. State Department and others, as well as hybrid courts in CAR and South Sudan should prioritize the investigation of criminally-derived assets linked to corrupt actors in East and Central Africa and build networks with affected communities to design asset return strategies.

8. **Support crucial government agencies**: The U.S. State Department should maintain support for the GCJ and re-appoint a high-level official to head the office. GCJ should develop a stronger focus on targeting the financial facilitators of atrocities to support new avenues for atrocity crimes cases, especially in East and Central Africa, where natural resources and money laundering play a pivotal role in violence. The U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation should maintain its International Human Rights Investigations Unit, which plays a critical role in cross-border
evidence gathering – including financial records – for atrocity crimes cases in the United States and abroad.

**War is a moneyed place**

The judgment against Dutch businessman Guus Kouwenhoven described burning homes in rural villages and widespread rape against women and children. The timber merchant played a role in these acts, the court held, and some of them “were deliberately solicited…by the defendant,” according to the decision. “Through the intermediary of Charles Taylor,” Kouwenhoven’s companies “received large areas for the exploitation of the logging business in the form of concessions.” In fact, “the political, financial, and private interests of Charles Taylor, then President of Liberia, were strongly intertwined with the interests of (the companies of) the defendant,” the court found. “Charles Taylor named [the defendant’s company] his ‘pepperbush,’ a Liberian expression which according to the defendant means that something is important to you…in the financial context.” Together, they committed atrocities.

In early 2017, an appeals court in the Netherlands sentenced Kouwenhoven in absentia to 19 years in prison for aiding and abetting war crimes and arms trafficking. The Dutch Supreme Court affirmed the judgement in December 2018, and Kouwenhoven is fighting extradition in South Africa.

Business relationships and the money they move facilitate and incentivize violence in armed conflict, exerting a wide and integrated range of influence over atrocity crimes. Strategies for prosecuting atrocity crimes have largely failed to reflect that influence, but Kouwenhoven’s case shows that those failures are not inevitable and that criminal charges can come to bear on the business partners of warlords.

In many ways, though, Kouwenhoven’s case stands alone in modern practice. In a world where arms are traded globally in what James G. Stewart calls “a regulatory vacuum characterized by the almost perfect absence of all forms of accountability,” Stewart notes that “the Kouwenhovn case is the first that holds a nefarious arms vendor responsible for complicity in African atrocities.”

Nevertheless, modern international war crimes justice traces its roots to Nuremberg, where prosecutors placed profiteers at the center of their strategy. It was there that, in late July 1948, 13 executives from the German chemical company IG Farben were convicted of war crimes and crimes against humanity for their role in perpetrating the Holocaust. Farben was the company responsible for manufacturing the Zyklon B gas used in many of the Nazi extermination camps. Two other companies accused of providing support to the Nazis were also held accountable. Seventy years after these cases, war
crimes accountability has enjoyed significant progress but fails to honor the full legacy of Nuremberg by largely leaving corporate actors unscorned.¹⁸

Of course, this gap is not the result of money having a diminished role in atrocities since the Holocaust or, more recently, since Liberia’s civil war. On the contrary, the past few decades of reporting by media, human rights organizations, and U.N. panels have made plain the power of business activities to fund and exacerbate widespread abuses in East and Central Africa, exacting some of the gravest humanitarian tolls on the planet.¹⁹ In Sudan, for example, Janjaweed militias responsible for untold violence against civilians have profited from ivory trafficking. And in CAR, Séléka militias and other armed groups administer major mining operations, simultaneously recruiting child soldiers and mass murdering civilians. This dynamic also feeds on and encourages corruption. According to the International Peace Information Service, “[u]nder Seleka rule, the Ministry of Mines repeatedly deviated from the established procedures for the payment of signing bonuses, making these funds more susceptible to embezzlement.”²⁰ Congolese rebel commander Bosco Ntaganda, notorious for brutalizing the children he recruited as fighters, also controlled illegal lucrative minerals before his surrender to the ICC.²¹

Too often, the few individuals who do come under the scrutiny of international law enforcement for atrocity crimes—namely political or rebel leaders—do not face consequences for their economic activities. But for survivors of atrocities, financial crimes are often inextricable from the horrors they endure. “Our dead are buried in mineralized cemeteries,” Congolese human rights advocate Prince Khangi said at a public hearing in Kinshasa in 2016, noting a tendency to ignore the business interests behind violence.²² Defendants’ collaborators abroad, who either assist, motivate, or orchestrate violent operations to profit from the material results of violence, have largely escaped scrutiny. These shortcomings have entrenched impunity and left survivors without access to reparations or truth, rights they are afforded by international law.²³

Greed, theft, the transport of money and commodities, and sophisticated financing networks are directly relevant to atrocity crimes in East and Central Africa, in particular. Business networks and military structures often overlap, and lines between financial profits and military victories often blur. In a note examining the Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda (FDLR), a Congo-based rebel group whose leader Sylvestre Muducumura is indicted by the ICC, a U.N. special investigation unit found:

“[The] FDLR have structured a dense and diversified economic web, which in return shapes their military activities. Their military set-up is integrated into the map of resources. [Armed groups headquarters] are embedded in areas of business interest.”²⁴
These traits are common among state and non-state criminal groups in the region, making it incumbent upon foreign authorities to investigate the tentacles of such business networks—a key step to pursuing justice for victims of the violence that makes conflict lucrative.

Historically, however, international and domestic prosecutors have lacked coordinated strategies for investigating the financial dimensions of war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. Targeted approaches to analyzing the role of natural resources, tracking the movement of money, and mapping the corporate footprints of suspects or insiders have been ad hoc at best. Investigations have focused on crimes of direct violence, like the murder of civilians, torture, or recruitment of child soldiers, but left out the analytical frameworks, resources, and expertise needed to tackle the economic dimensions of these crimes.25 Enslavement, for example, as it was in the antebellum American South, is widely acknowledged as an inherently economic construct. Yet the forms of enslavement used relentlessly against women in Congo and children in South Sudan, for example, have not been adjudicated with economics in mind.

As such, the proceeds of atrocity crimes have largely remained untouched by law enforcement, and foreign accomplices to atrocities committed by East and Central African despots act with impunity.

---

Course-correcting in international justice

Adjustment and innovation are essential parts of a goal as ambitious as ending impunity for atrocity crimes. Some gaps in how war crimes prosecutors approach financial considerations in the pursuit of war crimes prosecutions echo problems with how courts have approached gender considerations. In many cases, at the international tribunals for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia and the ICC, evidence of gender-based violence and gendered impacts of crimes was overlooked, to the detriment of victims’ rights and legal precedent. Particularly in early cases, gender analyses were applied late and in silos by experts isolated from core investigations. As a result, many cases lacked due attention to testimony and other evidence of gender-based violence and thus betrayed a limited understanding of how those crimes were perpetrated or how they are integrated into broader systems of repression and violence. These omissions, in turn, resulted in failures of justice: disproportionately few charges of gender-based violence (despite ample statutory authority) and few convictions of gender-based violence (despite ample evidence of it).

Though much more work remains, approaches have improved thanks to effective advocacy on the part of survivors, practitioners, and activists.26 Several domestic war crimes units and the ICC require gender expertise and considerations of gender-based violence at every stage of an investigation. Trainings and workshops for investigators and prosecutors on the critical particularities of effectively and ethically investigating conflict-related gender-based violence are generally available to practitioners, if not mandated. Leading expert in gender in international criminal law, Patricia Sellers,
serves as the ICC Chief Prosecutor’s dedicated advisor on gender-based violence. These hard-won measures have not closed gaps completely, but they are essential to improving the way war crimes are prosecuted. A similar approach should be taken with the financial dimensions of atrocity crimes by adopting dedicated financial experts, early and frequent analysis of financial considerations, and more intentional use of the existing authorities to charge economic crimes and seize assets.

War crimes and crimes against humanity have economic motivations, impacts, and spoils. This should be reflected in the way we prosecute them. To do this, however, the range of financial dimensions characteristic of atrocity crimes demands a more integrated approach by justice authorities, especially if court cases are to change incentives and deliver adequate reparations to victims. A reimagined strategy will require resources and present challenges, but it does not require prosecutors to have jurisdiction over corporate entities or a specific mandate to investigate either financial crimes or the violation of economic rights.

Together with network sanctions and anti-money laundering measures, addressing the financial dimensions in atrocity crimes cases will strengthen interventions into transnational illicit financing. Financial pressure is not always enough. Criminal investigations and trials are a critical part of those interventions, since unlike sanctions and AML measures, they involve witness testimony, victim participation, coercive powers of investigation and punishment, due process, and a public accounting of facts. More severe consequences, consequences more proportionate to the crimes and conduct, are available to levy on financial perpetrators. They are rarely used.

Prosecutors in domestic and international courts—from war crimes units in Europe, to military courts in Congo, to the Office of the Prosecutor at the ICC—should require parallel financial investigations whenever they investigate atrocity crimes. Investigators and prosecutors should seek financial records and use open-source intelligence to map their targets’ corporate footprints, working with finance specialists and other government agencies with jurisdiction over banking and sanctions. Liability assessments should apply to companies and corporate executives just as they do to army commanders and high-level political operatives. In several jurisdictions, including the United States, financial institutions or facilitators who aid and abet or conspire to commit offenses are punishable under the same laws used against direct perpetrators.

International courts and domestic authorities should train investigators and prosecutors on the ways in which financial investigations can strengthen war crimes cases. They should also integrate financial crimes experts into their teams. Many of the cases that mark progress in this arena, including against Kouwenhoven, have been initiated by victims’ groups and international civil society...
organizations. Some nongovernmental organizations have also helped break new ground by making it a core mission to investigate the financial dimensions of atrocity crimes. Most regularly communicate with prosecutors, but further developing positive working relationships between prosecutors and investigative NGOs will be key for advancing war crimes cases against financial actors. Maximizing complementarity and minimizing misalignment on certain facets like source protection and evidence collection standards are core to that development.

Follow the money to every jurisdiction

War criminals and their enablers are not always found in theaters of war or humanitarian crisis. Some operate in jurisdictions with some of the most progressive legal systems in the world, systems with unique power to hasten or slow the commission of atrocities.

Airlines and other transport companies, gold refiners and minerals smelters, as well as multinational companies involved in banking, commodities trading, mining, agriculture, oil, and shipping facilitate violence in East and Central Africa. They provide a market for resources extracted by armed groups and military forces and services to move large amounts of material into the global supply chain. They also do business with perpetrators, providing key financing for violent operations. “[T]hose ‘most responsible’ for atrocities are not always the ones giving orders to kill or harm,” transitional justice expert Ruben Carranza wrote in a piece on the case against Kouwenhoven. “Business and profit is a motivation to commit crime,” including war crimes and crimes against humanity, he wrote. Indeed, amidst ongoing armed conflicts in Congo, CAR, and South Sudan, a wide range of commercial actors operate in banking, logistics, and natural resources, without attention—or with help—from enforcement. “The SPLA fights and displaces everyone,” a South Sudanese anti-corruption activist who cannot be named for security reasons told The Sentry, “it’s for oil. … revenge is a cover.”

Arresting indicted alleged war criminals is one of the Achilles’ heels of international justice. This is due in large part to the non-enforcement of arrest warrants by host, neighboring, and ally governments. One of the most well-known examples of this pertains to Omar al-Bashir, whose arrest warrant for war crimes and crimes against humanity was issued in 2008 and who remains at large. He has traveled numerous times since his indictment, including to countries whose governments are signatories to the Rome Statute and thus have a legal obligation to apprehend him but nonetheless kept his impunity intact. Meanwhile, within domestic borders in East and Central Africa, credible war crimes prosecutions for high-level perpetrators are lacking, despite grave ongoing atrocities: In South Sudan, in just four months in 2015, 1,300 rapes were recorded in South Sudan’s Unity State alone, most by state actors, according to a report by the United Nations. There is “no evidence…of any genuine efforts by the Government to investigate, prosecute and punish violations,” the report said, and mass rape in South Sudan continues.
But venues for prosecuting these crimes could exist outside this region, and investigating financial networks is one way to find them. Operating in a wider range of jurisdictions, private-sector perpetrators who assist or profit from atrocities may be easier to apprehend than their rebel commander or head-of-state counterparts. Authorities may also have an easier time gathering evidence given the paper trail inherent to business activities, including corporate registries, import and export records, and leaked banking records. Financial forensic evidence can be easier and cheaper to acquire than witness testimonies, and it can be used to back up victims’ observations.

Several national governments, including those of the Netherlands, Canada, the United States, Belgium, and France, have specialized units devoted to prosecuting international crimes and human rights abuses. Prosecutors should work with financial crimes experts and investigators to expand their lens beyond proximity to direct violence for identifying feasibility and responsibility. Together, they should develop investigation and prosecution strategies that probe the financial dimensions of war crimes. This should include searching for criminally-derived assets, greed motives, and economic impacts on victims.

Another promising example of good work among these units is the case of Michel Desaedeleer, an American-Belgian citizen. Desaedeleer was accused of conspiring with then-Liberian President Taylor and the Sierra Leonean armed group leader Foday Sankoh to traffic weapons into Sierra Leone and enslave civilians in diamond-rich territories, forcing them to mine and face other grave abuses. The arrangement resulted in a profitable diamonds export business for Desaedeleer and his more infamous partners. Desaedeleer’s citizenship provided an important nexus to both Belgian and U.S. courts, and ultimately he was arrested in Spain for extradition to Belgium to face charges. He passed away in custody in 2016. Belgian authorities should take advantage of the evidence and prosecution strategies developed in Desaedeleer’s case to pursue corporate actors or individuals who might have facilitated crimes against Sierra Leonean civilians for foreign profit.

The complementarity of financial crime statutes

Bribery, money laundering, and violating sanctions regimes are common practices among those responsible for extreme violence in East and Central Africa. For the facilitators of atrocities, these financial crimes often occur as part of the normal course of business. For example, the illegal gold trade in eastern Congo is one of the most lucrative streams of income for armed groups and violent military units, contributing to serious international crimes like systematic rape and murder. But bribery and money laundering are also at the core of these violent networks. Given the sanctions implemented pursuant to the Global Magnitsky Act, as well as robust sanctions regimes in the United States and Europe toward South Sudan, CAR, and Congo, companies facilitating violence in this region may be liable in the United States for violating the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA) as well.
Law enforcement authorities should take advantage of the full range of financial criminal statutes that may feature in illegal trades. This approach is especially important in the absence of statutes outlawing more extreme crimes, or where links to those crimes cannot be proven. In cases like these, attorneys and nongovernmental organizations can do some justice to the more serious crimes involved by collecting victim impact statements, drafting amicus briefs, or inviting civil party applications. Those addendums may not affect the seriousness of the charges, but they will put links between financial crimes and violence on the record. That can be valuable as an acknowledgement of truth and for advancing the way we understand the commission of atrocity crimes and their impact.

U.S. prosecutors can make better use of statutes prohibiting money laundering and material support to terrorist organizations, in particular, including Federal statutes 18 U.S.C. 1956 and 1957, and the Bank Secrecy Act. In the course of committing atrocities, the proceeds of crimes like pillage, gold trafficking, and theft of government assets are often moved in U.S. dollars through the U.S. financial system. U.S. law also prohibits financial institutions from violating AML due diligence requirements when managing accounts in the United States, including for non-U.S. persons. Separate provisions apply specifically to financial institutions that provide financial services to “politically exposed persons” (e.g. a senior foreign political figure, any immediate family member, or close associate). With respect to private banking accounts of non-U.S. persons, banks must conduct enhanced scrutiny of accounts requested or maintained by or on behalf of a politically exposed person.

The proceeds of crimes like pillage, gold trafficking, and theft of government assets are often moved in U.S. dollars through the U.S. financial system.

The U.S. also prohibits the transportation of stolen goods, the trafficking of certain materials widely traded by violent actors in East and Central Africa, wire fraud, and a range of corruption crimes under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). Prosecutors turn to the FCPA to hold individuals accountable for offering bribes to foreign officials, for example. Prosecutors can use these laws in efforts to hold facilitators of foreign atrocities accountable in U.S. courts, given common links between corruption and violent regimes there.

Where investigations into FCPA violations reveal evidence or links to atrocity crimes, prosecutors should share information with other agencies or jurisdictions and encourage them to act as appropriate according to prosecutors’ different mandates. A 2016 case against the U.S.-based hedge fund Och-Ziff offered such an opportunity. The company pled guilty to conspiracy to violate the FCPA and to bribing foreign officials, including in Congo. “It is a rare occasion the U.S. government is enforcing the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act for corruption in the DRC,” wrote Congolese development specialist Soraya Aziz Souleymane about the case. “It is also the first time, to my knowledge, that we have a solid paper trail proving that the senior Congolese of officials...were direct beneficiaries of over $100 million in bribes from foreign companies.” In cases like this, prosecutors should investigate or rule out links to theft, sanctions violations, and violent crimes customarily linked to illegal mine concession capture, like forced labor, theft and displacement. Taking the case beyond
initial settlements would reflect a more comprehensive strategy to improve accountability for crimes that are both financial and violent in nature.

---

**War crimes, globalized: opportunity in money’s broad reach**

The companies and financial institutions on which perpetrators of atrocity crimes in East and Central Africa rely operate largely in the U.S. dollar. As it pertains to sanctions and AML authorities, this fact provides significant opportunity for effective intervention. Put simply, it gives the United States jurisdiction over a broad set of remote transactions because they clear through New York, due to the way that correspondent banking functions. As a result, a number of sanctions and AML tools can be used by a range of actors. Governmental sanctions and AML authorities, including individual compliance units in banks, can cut off illicit financial flows originating in South Sudan or Congo, for example, due to the ubiquity of the U.S. dollar and the borders it crosses, if virtually, in a given transaction.46

This dynamic has an analog when it comes to prosecutions. Just as financial transactions can trigger authority by a broad array of authorities in the financial sector, so too can they give rise to jurisdiction for criminal investigations by a wide variety of courts and governments. A single crime pattern involving, for example, the financing by a multinational company of defense forces committing violence in the oil fields of South Sudan, could invoke the jurisdiction of the country where the parent company is incorporated, where individuals involved in the oil deals have citizenship, where law firms assisting with deals are based, where oil refiners are subject to jurisdiction, and so on. Investigating business transactions and operations at play in the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity can have a multiplier effect on the jurisdictions with the authority to prosecute. The role of buyers, traders, and service providers operating all over the world could be so pivotal as to give rise to criminal liability.

In the United Kingdom, new terms set by the 2017 Criminal Finances Act could be used to hold facilitators of atrocities accountable for money laundering. However, the primary prosecuting authority of money laundering, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), hasn’t brought a single prosecution since 2007.47 “Kleptocrats and high risk political exposed persons are ‘potentially profitable customers’ for UK banks and businesses,” Corruption Watch’s Director, Susan Hawley, wrote recently in a piece about the FCA’s poor record. “Ensuring that the regulatory environment makes sure that banks think twice about taking on this business is crucial.”48 UK prosecutors should carry out investigations in such a way that will reveal any existing links between kleptocrats and violent actors in East and Central Africa.
A renewed focus on sanctions by authorities in Europe and the United States also presents opportunities for prosecuting corporate entities linked to atrocities in East and Central Africa. The use of international financial pressure to disrupt links between kleptocracy and atrocities in the region is gaining ground, with the United States and United Nations creating new avenues for sanctions and expanding sanctions criteria to cover additional abuses. Sanctions designations issued toward individuals and their business networks in East and Central Africa are also increasing. Billionaire Dan Gertler, for example, a close business partner to former Congolese president Joseph Kabila, was sanctioned in 2017 by the United States along with dozens of his companies for corruption under Global Magnitsky.

When sanctions regimes are violated, prosecutors have the tools to act swiftly, using statutes like the United States’ International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA), that make it a crime to do business with sanctioned entities. This is especially important since it is possible that individuals and entities operating in the United States and Europe are doing business with actors or entities involved in committing atrocities in East and Central Africa that have been sanctioned, thus potentially violating sanctions enforcement laws.

**Perpetrators rely on financial systems and market places in Europe and North America. Find avenues for justice there.**

For the past few decades, international and hybrid courts have served as stop-gaps for domestic justice systems that could not or would not adequately investigate and prosecute atrocity crimes occurring in their own countries. Indeed, Sudan, South Sudan, and Congo in particular have demonstrated an incapacity and unwillingness to prosecute some of the worst crimes ongoing in their territories. But international and hybrid courts need not bear the entire burden for investigating atrocity crimes in countries where domestic systems have failed to respond. Foreign domestic courts must step in where they have jurisdiction over profiteers and financial facilitators. In fact, the principle of complementarity makes it incumbent on these governments to investigate their own citizens for Rome Statute crimes committed abroad, rather than rely on the ICC to be the sole arbiter of atrocity crimes occurring in countries unwilling or unable to prosecute crimes against their own citizens.

Domestic prosecutors abroad should increase efforts to pursue justice for egregious crimes occurring in Sudan, South Sudan, CAR, and Congo, where criminal courts are under-resourced and politicized. A range of legislation and norms allows for such “third country” prosecutions, including universal jurisdiction and the travel or emigration of indicted individuals. Another way to generate opportunities for these cases is through financial investigations.

**International and hybrid courts need not bear the entire burden for investigating atrocity crimes in countries where domestic systems have failed to respond.**

Such an approach will benefit from collaboration across diverse government agencies in prosecutors’ own countries. For example, prosecutors in the United States can request or share information relevant to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as well as the U.S. Departments of the Treasury and Homeland Security. This type of cooperation is critical for gathering evidence, building prosecution
strategies, and cultivating political will for addressing financiers of atrocities in East and Central Africa. Prosecutors can use a range of statutes to pursue financial enablers and remote co-perpetrators in domestic courts. Laws that prohibit war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide, doing business with sanctioned entities, bribing foreign officials, providing material support to terrorists and human rights abusers, and money-laundering all provide potential avenues for accountability. These avenues have been shown to yield some progress toward accountability. In 2012, for example, HSBC bank signed a deferred prosecution agreement (DPA) based on allegations that it allowed members of the Sinaloa drug cartel to launder cash through HSBC accounts. The bank paid $1.9 billion in connection with money laundering and due diligence failures, with some key claims based on a U.S. statute making it a crime for a financial institution to violate certain due diligence and reporting requirements related to the accounts of non-U.S. persons. The DPA expired in late 2017 with the bank never facing prosecution, but investigations based on the due diligence statute as well as the DPA itself revealed detailed intersections between organized violent crime and multinational financial activities.

Unfortunately, prosecutors in many domestic systems face legislation vacancies that can make it more difficult for them to pursue cases related to serious crimes abroad. For example, the United States lacks a comprehensive statute criminalizing crimes against humanity. This makes it more difficult for prosecutors to find avenues for pursuing perpetrators of serious international crimes abroad. Testifying before Congress in 2011, then-Director of the U.S.-based nonprofit, Center for Justice and Accountability (CJA), Pamela Merchant stressed the importance of modernized legislation. The defendants in many of CJA’s cases “have been found responsible by civil juries for torture, extrajudicial killing and crimes against humanity,” according to Merchant. However, as she lamented in her testimony, “The most serious offense most of them can be charged with is immigration fraud because of the limits in the U.S. criminal code.”

The absence of a comprehensive statute prohibiting the wide range of crimes against humanity also inhibits efforts to hold financial facilitators operating in the United States to account. Without such a comprehensive statute, some cases pursued domestically may become much less practical. This legislative gap means that, for example, the United States federal statute prohibiting war crimes does not include pillage, an offense often facilitated by foreign companies and accompanied by grave violence against civilians. By amending the war crimes statute to include pillage, the United States would improve its ability to pursue facilitators of atrocities and related resource theft abroad. The bottom line is that lawmakers in the United States and other jurisdictions with active war crimes units should ensure their legislation provides clear paths for prosecuting the world’s most serious crimes and to do so in cooperation with foreign jurisdictions.

The investigation of the Swiss gold refiner Argor-Heraeus offers an approach worth noting for prosecuting remote war crimes financiers. Swiss authorities initiated an investigation into war crimes
and aggravated money laundering after the Geneva-based organization TRIAL International filed a report together with Open Society Justice Initiative and the Conflict Awareness Project accusing Argor of refining gold stolen from eastern Congo’s conflict-affected region of Ituri. Argor denied these charges. Ultimately, the Swiss Attorney General’s office closed the case, saying there was insufficient evidence Argor knew the gold was stolen. Before it dismissed the case, however, the Swiss court made some critical findings. In its written decision, the judge explained that the gold received and refined by Argor from Concession 40 “was extracted without any state control” and was “almost certainly mined illegally” in the context of what the court called a “raging” international armed conflict in Congo’s northeastern province of Ituri. It also decided that a refiner can bear responsibility for gold pillage even if it never owns the gold based on its crucial role in preparing the gold for sale on the international market. The judge also described a network of businesses operating in various jurisdictions involved in the gold’s chain of custody, including air freight companies, banks, and gold buyers, revealing opportunities for other jurisdictions to investigate the same set of crimes. These opportunities can be seized by authorities in the United Kingdom and British Crown Dependencies, including Jersey, to investigate companies in their jurisdictions for money laundering and pillage.

In another case alleging serious criminal conduct by a foreign corporate actor, two French human rights groups have filed criminal complaints against the technology company Amesys for complicity in torture and other abuses committed by the Gaddafi regime in Libya. Amesys has claimed its activities comply with international, European, and French law. French authorities opened a formal investigation, and in May 2017, a French court declared the company an “assisted witness.”

Taken together, these cases illustrate the power of prosecutors in foreign domestic courts to pursue justice for serious international crimes by targeting commercial actors. Individual businesspersons as well as extractives companies, refineries, banks, and other commercial actors can be exposed for their crucial roles in the commission of atrocities, and pursuit of their activities by law enforcement can improve.

---

**Oceans away: a note on liability**

To ensure that financial investigations effectively improve international justice, investigators must prove links between commercial actors and crimes. Identifying and proving modes of liability for remote defendants is key and can be more complex than for more common defendants in war crimes cases, like military or rebel commanders. Where financial investigations lead to remote actors like financial institutions, buyers, or refiners, prosecutors must prove clear links between the knowledge and activities of these actors and crimes occurring in conflict areas, sometimes thousands of miles away. In many cases, this will mean showing the defendant provided material or moral support to the direct perpetrator, with knowledge of the crimes and armed conflict. Demonstrating that commercial actors in remote locations had the required intent to commit atrocities crimes is one of the most significant challenges prosecutors have.
faced in cases targeting financiers or actors providing support from afar. Financial investigations can help strengthen those efforts by identifying whistleblowers who can testify about communications inside a company, documentary evidence of intentional financial contributions, and paper trails showing business deals and their motivations.

Various liability frameworks should be explored in cases against war crimes financiers and other business actors. Accomplice liability is particularly relevant because it governs responsibility for actors who have helped commit crimes, rather than directly committed or ordered them. A recent judgment in the ICC case Prosecutor v. Bemba et al. cleared a path for more successful cases against accomplices by creating new rules that could pertain to commercial facilitators. In that ruling, the ICC’s Appeals Chamber held that 1) the “contribution” to core crimes does not need to have an effect on the crime; 2) the facilitator need not provide assistance to the primary perpetrator to be responsible for crimes; and 3) individuals who help the perpetrator after the crime is committed can still be held liable. These are critical new rules when it comes to corporate and commercial facilitation of crimes. Defendants or suspects that operate remotely may lack detailed knowledge about the crimes they are facilitating. Some potential financiers or helpers, like banks and refiners, are not involved in crimes until after they occur, moving money earned through criminal activity or buying resources acquired through pillage or forced labor. Many remote operators will work through intermediaries, rather than being in contact with direct perpetrators or their commanders. On the contrary, direct and conspiracy liability modes should not be ruled out, given the direct role traders and other businesspersons and companies may have in planning and ordering certain crimes, and innovative strategies for investigations, including using open source intelligence and whistleblowers should be considered as well. Each of these dynamics makes rigorous, meticulous liability analysis, with attention to new case law, essential to building strong cases.

Civil litigation

Prosecutors are not the only ones who can tackle the financial dimensions of atrocity crimes in court. With strategic approaches, advocates and victims can use finance analysis in civil litigation to gain redress from the perpetrators of atrocity crimes. In the United States, the Alien Tort Statute (ATS), Torture Victims Protection Act (TVPA), and laws requiring corporate transparency can provide channels for investigation into financial institutions and corporations suspected of facilitating violence abroad. Some of the most important U.S. cases to address atrocities abroad have advanced under the ATS and the TVPA, both of which allow victims to sue for redress in U.S. courts for serious crimes occurring outside the United States. The decisions in some past cases have severely limited the extraterritorial power of the ATS, and the ATS was also recently barred from applying to foreign corporate entities. But ATS litigation has revealed important links between financial actors and atrocity crimes and formed the basis of attempts by civil society to pursue accountability for financial
actors involved in serious international crimes. In 2002, for example, the South African organization Khulumani Support Group sued 20 banks and corporations under the ATS for their alleged roles in apartheid crimes. After winding through the federal courts, the case was ultimately dismissed in part because of inadequate evidence of sufficient proximity between companies’ actions and the crimes charged—including torture and rape. "Organized business has yet to account and take responsibility for their role during apartheid," Khulumani’s National Director Marjorie Jobson said when the case was dropped.

Corporate liability under the ATS has been the subject of much debate and examination. Although the United States Supreme Court struck down foreign corporate liability under the ATS in 2018, it left open the question of liability for U.S. entities. Plaintiffs can also still pursue accountability for individual defendants under ATS and make use of other statutes. The TVPA has maintained a sturdier global reach than the ATS but does not apply to corporations. Still, given the use of torture in East and Central Africa and the role individual financiers and business actors in providing material support to direct perpetrators, that statute affords opportunities to hold financial facilitators of serious international crimes accountable in U.S. courts.

Advocates can also look to supply chain transparency legislation for channels through which to hold companies and individuals in commercial sectors accountable for their links to grave human rights abuses. One example of this is the California Transparency in Supply Chains Act (CATSCA). CATSCA has recently given rise to suits against corporations accused of maintaining slavery and other serious human rights abuses in their supply chains without disclosing that information to consumers, in violation of transparency requirements. The UK Modern Slavery Act, which was modeled in part after CATSCA, carries criminal penalties, and requires UK companies with a budget allocation of over £36 million to publicly report on how they are identifying and addressing modern slavery in their supply chains. Since it was passed in 2015, the law has triggered dozens of prosecutions. According to Simon Wadsworth, a managing partner at the supply chain consultancy group Igniyte, those cases have leverage. "With this significant increase in prosecutions, businesses are urged to check their supply chain activity to ensure compliance," he said. As global supply chain legislation improves and proliferates, civil parties and prosecutors should look for opportunities to use them to hold financial facilitators of serious international crimes accountable.

War crimes financiers at the International Criminal Court

International courts—particularly the ad hoc tribunals addressing abuses in Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia, U.N.-backed hybrid tribunals in Cambodia and Sierra Leone, and the ICC—have set critical precedents for prosecuting atrocities crimes. Established in part to develop a mechanism to hold government actors accountable for atrocities committed against their own people, these courts have authority to charge powerful individuals otherwise protected from prosecution by their own state
apparatus. Prosecutors at international courts have largely focused on inherently violent crimes like child soldier recruitment and the murder of civilians without probing the role that natural resources, commercial actors, and profit motives play in those crimes. Despite its power to target commercial actors and charge theft of natural resources and destruction of natural heritage, ICC prosecutors have not pursued these approaches to justice.

To carry out their mandate, prosecutors at the ICC should look beyond the geographic borders within which atrocities are perpetrated. They should investigate remote commercial actors by using open-source intelligence; communication and cooperation with domestic authorities in banking, tax, and shipping; and reports by nongovernmental organizations. Indictments should include economic crimes under the Rome Statute, including the war crime of natural resource pillage and profit-motivated enslavement.\textsuperscript{72}

These improvements will not be possible without the financial support of ICC member states and cooperation by all governments committed to accountability for grave crimes. Lack of training and expertise in finance, corruption, and the global economy at the ICC accounts for part of the absence of attention on how these activities impact Rome Statute crimes. But that should not be an adequate excuse for leaving financial and economic crimes out of the international justice equation. ICC members should contribute significant funding for hiring financial crimes experts and providing training for practitioners at the ICC in new investigative strategies, while doing the same in their domestic war crimes units. Members and non-members should provide experts and other in-kind support to ensure the ICC is equipped to investigate profiteers and financial facilitators of atrocity crimes.

Despite resource constraints, the ICC has made some progress in this area recently. According to a 2016 policy paper on case selection, “The Office [of the Prosecutor] (OTP) will give particular consideration to prosecuting Rome Statute crimes that are committed by means of, or that result in…the illegal exploitation of natural resources or [dispossession of land].”\textsuperscript{73} The following year, the ICC published an overview of the court’s power and practices related to financial investigations and asset recovery. “Financial investigations may provide significant and valuable information pertaining to cases before the Court,” the report noted, adding that financial investigations are crucial to ensuring that “crime does not pay.”\textsuperscript{74}

A current set of cases at the ICC has shown this is more than rhetoric. In what are known as the “CAR II” cases, prosecutors at the ICC have developed models for carrying out financial investigations alongside core crime investigations in the Central African Republic, making the business networks of armed groups and asset tracing an important part of their considerations early on. Their approaches should also inform investigations in other regions. In the ICC’s new investigations of crimes in Afghanistan and the Palestinian territories, for example, financial investigations can be used to identify the equipment and financing networks that allowed crimes to occur. In cases related to Congo and Sudan, gold trafficking, oil exploitation, and deforestation business should be probed for support to networks committing war crimes and crimes against humanity.
ICC Chief Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda should continue to improve the court’s approach to the economic aspects of atrocity crimes by hiring finance experts and ensuring more ICC staff are trained in parallel financial investigations. Standing up protocols for integrated approaches to finance and overseeing at least one indictment against a commercial profiteer would add to the legacy she will leave when she passes her baton in 2021. State parties must provide funding and personnel for Prosecutor Bensouda to effectively execute these priorities. States must also improve their responses to ICC cooperation requests as they relate to financial investigations. In particular, the ICC has called on states to “review and adjust domestic cooperation laws, procedures and policies, if necessary, to facilitate…cooperation requests, including in the area of financial investigations.”

These crucial steps are the responsibility of governments seeking to foster more effective and expansive prosecutions.

**Pursuing accountability where atrocities occur**

Prosecuting profiteers is not just an agenda for foreign courts. It is crucial that courts in East and Central Africa conducting or preparing to conduct prosecutions for serious international crimes also improve their strategies to target financiers and economic crimes, especially where it is a priority for affected communities and civil society groups. Doing so can help develop the public record, dismantle impunity for violence assisted or perpetrated by commercial actors, and fulfill fundamental rights to truth, reparations, and justice for those most impacted.

Hybrid courts and specialized war crimes chambers are unique institutions that prosecute grave crimes within a discrete period, in a partnership between a national government and the international community. Often located in or adjacent to the country where the crimes at issue took place, one of the goals of these hybrid courts and specialized chambers is to prosecute atrocity crimes in close proximity to victims, survivors, and the general citizenry, with the benefit of international expertise and oversight. The combination of national and international funding, staff, and expertise is meant to safeguard against political interference. Like the ICC, however, these courts and chambers have largely failed to consider the financial dimensions of war crimes and crimes against humanity.

Like the ICC, hybrid courts and specialized war crimes chambers have largely failed to consider the financial dimensions of war crimes and crimes against humanity.

A new hybrid court with the potential to reverse this trend has recently begun its work in CAR, and the commitment to establish one in South Sudan is enshrined in the recently reaffirmed 2015 peace agreement and supported broadly by civil society. Both present opportunities for progress in prosecuting financial facilitators of atrocities, especially given the role of natural resources and corruption in those countries’ conflicts.

One example illustrating the need for financial investigations at hybrid courts is the case of Charles Taylor, who was prosecuted by the Special Court for Sierra Leone. By the time he was indicted in
2003, Taylor had been widely reported to run a robust transnational diamond trading network,\textsuperscript{79} with then-U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Richard Holbrooke saying in 2000, “Taylor is the Milosevic in Africa with diamonds.”\textsuperscript{80} During his trial years later, at least 25 witnesses gave testimony about Taylor’s links to diamonds. Taylor was ultimately convicted of aiding and abetting war crimes and crimes against humanity from his post in Liberia, but theft was not one of those crimes. “Taylor was not convicted of pillaging diamonds in Sierra Leone,” explained Mohamed Bangura, a senior prosecutor on the prosecution team that brought the case against Taylor. “However, there’s been no dispute that diamonds were at the heart of the conflict.”\textsuperscript{81} With the right resources, including experts and training in financial investigation and asset tracing, and stronger emphasis on the importance of examining business networks and profits in prosecution strategies, these gaps can be closed by today’s hybrid and specialized war crimes courts.

Indeed, there is reason for optimism. The Special Criminal Court (SCC) in CAR, for example, could contribute to innovation in this area. The SCC was established in 2015 amidst armed conflict spurred by a growing constellation of criminal networks, including one known as the Séléka rebels. According to its mandate, the SCC is tasked with investigating and prosecuting crimes that have occurred since January 2003,\textsuperscript{82} many of which have involved financial and natural resource dimensions. “As soon as the Séléka seized control, the strategic priorities and actions of the rebellion shifted from power to greed-related objectives,” according to a study by the International Peace Information Service (IPIS). IPIS also reported that “[t]he Séléka benefited from artisanal mining by levying parallel taxes, selling parallel mining authorizations, trading and smuggling diamonds, and pre-financing mining activities, especially in the east.” Justice measures taking these dynamics into account are critical. A Central African refugee interviewed by The Sentry explained: “As long as the criminals run free, there will be no peace. Violence is their source of income.”\textsuperscript{83}

Significantly, the SCC territorial jurisdiction covers the whole of CAR “as well as joint criminal acts and complicity therein committed in the territory of [foreign States],”\textsuperscript{84} leaving open the possibility of investigating facilitators in the gold and diamond supply chains outside of CAR. Moreover, the court’s special prosecutor, Colonel Toussaint Muntazini Mukimapa,\textsuperscript{85} is an experienced military prosecutor who has supported initiatives for prosecuting economic crimes linked to armed conflict in Congo.\textsuperscript{86}

While the SCC in CAR is taking shape, the ICC is also investigating war crimes in the region.\textsuperscript{87} The ICC’s investigations have taken a progressive approach to the financial dimensions of atrocities in CAR, reviewing financial data and business networks. This concurrence between a hybrid court and ICC investigation is the first of its kind and offers an opportunity for cooperation between the two bodies in matters of evidence and prosecutorial strategies. Such cooperation should help embolden the SCC to take the financing of crimes into account, as the ICC’s investigations have so far. The U.N.’s 2017 mapping report, which has the potential to form some of the basis of the SCC’s prosecution strategy, underlines links between corruption, minerals exploitation, and the armed conflict in CAR: “Political leaders, as well as their families and cronies, were involved in embezzlement of public funds, mismanagement of public corporations, and illegal exploitation of precious minerals and other natural resources,” the report states, “while the vast majority of the people lived in abject poverty.”\textsuperscript{88}
Given these realities, prosecutors at the SCC should thoroughly investigate natural resource pillage and links between grand corruption and violence, including the liability of business elites for crimes under the courts’ respective jurisdictions. “Efforts to end impunity must also include the entire system of economic crimes, which deprives the population of full enjoyment of their basic economic, social and cultural rights,” as Alain-Guy Sipowo wrote about CAR. Unique considerations related to the protection of whistleblowers and other witnesses testifying to theft and corruption should also take high priority, with donor countries earmarking funds for these expensive yet crucial measures.

While the SCC represents potential for innovation, it faces significant practical challenges, including security concerns and lack of a long-term funding strategy. These are common challenges for any new international tribunal, but they are made more difficult for the SCC by the ongoing armed conflict in CAR. The population is also divided on the question of amnesty for crimes, according to a recent survey in Bangui by Harvard Humanitarian Initiative and the American Bar Association’s Rule of Law Initiative. Still, for those seeking justice, the SCC holds unique value: “In a country where there are systematic weaknesses with the justice system, a deep mistrust of the national courts, and where the suspected perpetrators of crimes from both sides live openly in the community with impunity, this court is the last resort for many,” according to Amnesty International.

Seize the spoils of war

If war crimes pay, perpetrators should not be allowed to keep their profits. Assets are rarely seized in war crimes cases, keeping the tainted money in circulation and signaling no cost to criminal syndicates still operating. But for domestic and international authorities, there are channels for improvement.

Civil asset forfeiture is one such channel. Individuals or companies that have assisted in laundering money or buying trafficked minerals, for example, can face an asset forfeiture action by U.S. authorities if purchases were made in U.S. dollars. Such measures can be taken without indictments, arrests, or convictions, offering a simpler strategy for action when criminal cases are not feasible and sending a message about the consequences of handling the proceeds of crime.

U.S. and European authorities should take particular note of the opportunity to intervene in atrocity crimes by initiating asset forfeiture actions. Many financial transactions related to lucrative concessions in East and Central Africa are conducted in U.S. dollars or euros, meaning they take place within the U.S. or European financial systems. In the United States, authorities can seize assets if they derived from a range of crimes conducted in U.S. dollar-denominated transactions, including fraud, bribery, misappropriation, theft, abuse of office, or money laundering. A recent investigation by The Sentry revealed that South Sudanese general Malek Reuben Riak, whose military strategies have contributed to famine and human rights abuses, conducted business

If war crimes pay, perpetrators should not be allowed to keep their profits.
with international investors, moving millions in U.S. dollars through international banks and amassing private wealth.95

Politically exposed persons who have been linked to corruption and violence in East and Central Africa should face scrutiny when purchasing valuable assets abroad. In Australia, some recent progress signals increased interest in this strategy and the power of civil society to spur action. In late 2017, in part as a result of related Sentry investigations, Australian authorities moved to restrain assets worth approximately $2 million that were identified as the proceeds of crimes from another South Sudanese general, James Hoth Mai.96

In Australia, some recent progress signals increased interest in this strategy and the power of civil society to spur action. In late 2017, in part as a result of related Sentry investigations, Australian authorities moved to restrain assets worth approximately $2 million that were identified as the proceeds of crimes from another South Sudanese general, James Hoth Mai.96

In Australia, some recent progress signals increased interest in this strategy and the power of civil society to spur action. In late 2017, in part as a result of related Sentry investigations, Australian authorities moved to restrain assets worth approximately $2 million that were identified as the proceeds of crimes from another South Sudanese general, James Hoth Mai.96

In the United Kingdom, the 2017 Criminal Finance Act gives law enforcement an additional tool for seizing assets from corruption-related crimes. Known as the “unexplained wealth orders,” the law gives authorities the power to compel politically exposed persons to explain how they afforded a property or other asset that appears beyond their declared wealth.98 This new measure should help UK authorities seize assets related to crimes in East and Central Africa. It can also allow prosecutors to show that high-ranking individuals were involved in perpetrating crimes where no other testimonial or documentary evidence can link them.99 The United Kingdom’s Criminal Finance Act also gives UK authorities civil recovery powers in cases whose predicate crimes constitute or connect to gross human rights abuses, reflecting a growing awareness of civil asset recovery’s utility against human rights abusers.100

Reparations are fundamental—and underfunded

Reparations have long been a tenet of transitional justice and bear a direct relationship to widespread theft and related violence. Yet reparations for victims of atrocities, either in the form of national programs or associated with specific war crimes cases, have largely relied on funding from donors, lacked essential resources, and failed to maintain adequate gender sensitivity.101 More attention to the financial dimensions of serious international crimes could help improve them.

Criminal trials for atrocity crimes can help provide reparations as a response to systematic theft. The ICC has improved on previous courts’ records for providing redress to victims. It has delivered direct individual and collective reparations through its Trust Fund for Victims (TVF) in East and Central

Assets are rarely seized in war crimes cases, keeping the tainted money in circulation and signaling no cost to criminal syndicates still operating.

U.S. authorities have also prioritized seizing the proceeds of corruption. The United States’ Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Initiative, implemented by the Department of Justice’s Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section (MLARS), has seized over $3.2 billion in assets linked to foreign corruption and has led ambitious anti-corruption work tracing assets all over the world.97 That initiative should expand its efforts in East and Central Africa, where corruption plays an integral role in some of the deadliest ongoing conflicts in the world.

In the United Kingdom, the 2017 Criminal Finance Act gives law enforcement an additional tool for seizing assets from corruption-related crimes. Known as the “unexplained wealth orders,” the law gives authorities the power to compel politically exposed persons to explain how they afforded a property or other asset that appears beyond their declared wealth.98 This new measure should help UK authorities seize assets related to crimes in East and Central Africa. It can also allow prosecutors to show that high-ranking individuals were involved in perpetrating crimes where no other testimonial or documentary evidence can link them.99 The United Kingdom’s Criminal Finance Act also gives UK authorities civil recovery powers in cases whose predicate crimes constitute or connect to gross human rights abuses, reflecting a growing awareness of civil asset recovery’s utility against human rights abusers.100

Reparations are fundamental—and underfunded

Reparations have long been a tenet of transitional justice and bear a direct relationship to widespread theft and related violence. Yet reparations for victims of atrocities, either in the form of national programs or associated with specific war crimes cases, have largely relied on funding from donors, lacked essential resources, and failed to maintain adequate gender sensitivity.101 More attention to the financial dimensions of serious international crimes could help improve them.

Criminal trials for atrocity crimes can help provide reparations as a response to systematic theft. The ICC has improved on previous courts’ records for providing redress to victims. It has delivered direct individual and collective reparations through its Trust Fund for Victims (TVF) in East and Central
Africa, including Northern Uganda and Eastern Congo.\textsuperscript{102} An independent branch of the court, the TVF carries out the ICC’s reparations orders.\textsuperscript{103}

Despite the innovative nature of the TVF, it is severely underfunded, and international criminal cases writ large generally fall short of providing adequate reparations for victims. That has serious consequences. As Ambassador David Scheffer argued recently, “If the TFV continues to experience severe underfunding each year, not only will the surviving victims unjustifiably suffer, but the credibility of the ICC will be undermined, perhaps fatally.”\textsuperscript{104} This reality is perverse given that war crimes and crimes against humanity are often greed-driven and profitable. When an ICC chamber issued the court’s first decision to grant reparations to victims of Germain Katanga for crimes in Ituri, Congo, the ICC’s Trust Fund for Victims director was quoted noting the importance of redress to show that “justice doesn’t just stop in the courtroom.”\textsuperscript{105}

Handouts from foreign governments, while imperative as a stop-gap to ensure victim compensation, cannot fully meet the goals of reparations.

Although the ICC ordered roughly $75,000 in individual symbolic reparations for Katanga’s victims,\textsuperscript{106} that money came from donors. Handouts from foreign governments, while imperative as a stop-gap to ensure victim compensation, cannot fully meet the goals of reparations. After all, donor funds do not upend the benefits enjoyed by the perpetrators of war crimes. Furthermore, reliant on government donations, most reparations programs lack enough cash to provide adequate redress.\textsuperscript{107} In the ICC’s first case against former rebel commander Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, Lubanga was convicted of recruiting child soldiers in Congo. The court “welcomed the decision of the [TVF] that allocated one million euros to collective reparations in the Democratic Republic of the Congo,”\textsuperscript{108} but the trust fund admitted in February that its budget would be insufficient to fulfill the three-year program.\textsuperscript{109}

Instead of relying on donor funds, administrators should aspire to furnish reparations with defendants’ own ill-gotten gains. That approach could make far more money available to victims and would constitute a more fitting redress for many.\textsuperscript{110} In the ICC’s case against Jean-Pierre Bemba, the former Congolese Vice President who was charged with a range of crimes, including mass rape of civilians in CAR, a statement by the counsel for those affected by the crimes charged said, “victims have indicated that Mr. Bemba’s contribution to address the harms suffered by them is an essential component of the reparations proceedings,” and that the judges “should assess the current financial situation of the convicted person.”\textsuperscript{111} In its submission to the ICC in the case against Bemba, the International Organization on Migration (IOM) explained regarding reparations: “Indeed, it is the symbolic element, and the message that the remedy is grounded in a right that the victims have, that represents one of the main distinctions between benefits provided as reparations and benefits provided as part of a humanitarian or development program.”\textsuperscript{112}

Cash deficits in reparations programs are unjustifiable, particularly given the profits reaped from war zones in East and Central Africa. Asset seizures by both domestic and international authorities can help correct this dynamic. In the case of the ICC, asset seizures can also help pay the high costs of
legal defense funds, which are critical to ensure defendants’ rights and fair trials. Those assets can be returned to courts for legal fees or returned to victims through proper reparation channels.

Prosecutors have historically underutilized their asset seizure authority, but certain units of the ICC have shown an increased interest in recent years. In the case of Bemba, the Court identified and froze his assets in 2008. In a statement about the seizure, then-Deputy Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda said: “I am thinking about reparations.”

Many cases before the ICC and other war crimes prosecuting institutions examine crimes taking place on what human rights advocate Prince Kihangi called “mineralized cemeteries”—places where natural resource exploitation and systematic violence occur in tandem, both resulting in acute poverty for survivors. But the court’s reparations strategy has generally been siloed away from any recognition that theft and exploitation both enabled and prolonged violent crimes under the court’s jurisdiction. Several reparations orders by the court remain unenforced for lack of funding. Journalist and writer Ta-Nehisi Coates’ work on the importance of reparations in response to systematic plunder of marginalized individuals and communities in the United States is relevant here. “[Reparations] is actually the key,” he says. “It’s not a part of a bunch of other solutions... in fact it is the thing that cannot be taken out...” While his comments pertain to slavery, Jim Crow, and subsequent persistent racist policies in the U.S., Coates’ arguments reveal a core principle relevant to armed conflict and regime change, especially where widespread theft of resources contributed to building and maintaining structures of oppression. Reacting to the reparations order in the ICC’s case against Congolese militia leader Germain Katanga, one of the beneficiaries explained, “I lost everything during the war. The houses, schools, hospitals, and water sources that will be built will enable the sustainable development of our region, following the different forms of destruction that we have known.”

Pay the money back to those most affected

When national or international authorities seize assets, redistribution must take place with inclusivity, transparency, and international human rights frameworks and precedent in mind. Assets seized as a result of civil forfeiture are often either returned to the governments of the countries from which they were stolen or distributed into the resource banks of whichever foreign authority seized them. Where corrupt regimes are considered the “victim”—that is, the owner from which funds were stolen—efforts should be made to ensure redistribution goes directly to the population. In cases where defendants forfeit ill-gotten gains linked to serious international crimes like pillage, forced labor, recruitment of children for labor or fighting, and gender-based violence, authorities—together with civil society groups and affected communities—should consider the possibility of redistributing seized assets as reparations to victims of those crimes.

Cash deficits in reparations programs are unjustifiable, particularly given the profits reaped from war zones in East and Central Africa.
This kind of redistribution raises complex questions, and answers should come from the communities most affected. Administrators should consult existing resources to design strategies for soliciting input from these communities, including the International Center for Transitional Justice’s handbook on reparations and its associated application forms. There are some examples from which to draw lessons, like the BOTA Foundation in Kazakhstan, which redistributed funds to communities identified as corruption victims, and a trust fund recently set up to identify and redistribute the $150 million stolen by Chadian dictator Hissene Habre from the national treasury.

In all cases, clear, transparent, and case-specific strategies should determine where the money goes. Distribution should be guided by the facts of each case, the rights, needs, and opinions of those affected by crimes, and fees associated with the proceedings. Guidance on reparations provided by the IOM in the ICC’s case against Jean-Pierre Bemba emphasized: “It is not an exaggeration to say that, invariably, how the process of getting to a reparations effort is designed is almost as important as what remedies the effort will eventually deliver the eligible victims.” In that spirit, reparations distribution programs and strategies resulting from asset seizures should incorporate an immediate, facilitated, and iterative process of obtaining input from diverse civil society groups as well as unaffiliated affected individuals and communities. Strategies should include interviews on the adverse financial impact of crimes in addition to distribution methods. They should account for financial, programmatic, and symbolic reparations as well as the importance of both individual and collective redress. In all cases, these strategies should reflect the gendered, racial, ethnic, and religious complexities of economics in armed conflict.

Conclusion

Armed conflict and serious international crimes always have financial dimensions. They range from direct acts such as widespread gold theft in eastern Congo to economic impacts like acute food insecurity in South Sudan and the involvement of commercial facilitators, including multinational freight companies, law firms, and banks. Perpetrators of serious international crimes rely on business networks, and their activities often result in substantial profit for numerous players. The world’s deadliest conflict zones are lucrative territories where corruption permeates governance. These conflict zones are beset by a common cycle: violence motivated by greed, and theft enabled by violence.

Investigators and prosecutors should approach atrocity crimes with this cruel reality in mind. By taking finance into account, they can expand the scope of accountability, develop stronger evidence for core crimes and liability theories, and better fund reparations programs. For this to be successful, governments and relevant nongovernmental actors must provide training and other resources on the intersections of finance and war crimes, cooperate across jurisdictions, look beyond the direct perpetrators of armed conflict, and listen to affected communities about the economic dynamics of war crimes.

Despite slow progress toward these goals, there is cause for hope. The International Corporate Accountability Roundtable, Amnesty International, the Open Society Foundation, and others have
created initiatives, symposia, and resources for investigators and prosecutors around the world to more effectively hold corporate actors accountable for human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{124} Furthermore, the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists’ reporting on the “Paradise Papers” and the “Panama Papers” created momentum for governments to insist on corporate accountability linked to corruption and abuses. Organizations like the Platform to Protect Whistleblowers in Africa (PPLAAF) have built strong whistleblower networks, creating safe channels for leaking information to law enforcement and revealing the stark link between violent actors and business in East and Central Africa.\textsuperscript{125} Additionally, laws like the U.S. Global Magnitsky Act, and the subsequent sanctions program, have improved protection guarantees for individuals investigating the corrupt acts of state officials and opened new channels for accountability.\textsuperscript{126} Prosecutors should take advantage of this growing body of available evidence, law, and political will to undo the links between corporate interests and grave crimes.

By following the money in the atrocity crimes they investigate, national and international courts have the opportunity to hold accountable more perpetrators, profiteers, and facilitators of some of the world’s most serious and ongoing crimes. The approach also holds promise for developing a better public understanding of how these crimes occur and better approaches to fulfilling victims’ rights to truth and reparations. Those affected by the calamitous dual threat of kleptocracy and violence deserve nothing less.
Annex I: How to address the financial dimensions of atrocity crimes in the sequence of a case

Investigations:

- Integrate financial investigation expertise and open-source intelligence gathering into the investigation plan from the beginning. Ensure the financial investigators are briefed on the core investigation of predicate crimes, and the investigators and prosecutors running predicate crime investigations are briefed on key financial considerations.

- Identify sources who can provide information and testimony about the financial dynamics of atrocity crimes, including environmental defenders, corporate insiders, bank officials, procurement agents, export patrol officials, national park rangers, and anti-corruption civil society advocates. Ensure there is gender and ethnic balance in the source pool.

- Obtain access to financial databases that could lead to information about weapons procurement, money laundering, and corporate enablers of crimes, and use open source data to identify potential suspects and financial networks connected to predicate and possible financial crimes.

- Ask sources relevant to predicate crimes about the financial impacts and possible financial motivations of those crimes early and often.

- Provide protective measures specific to the unique threats posed by sharing financial information and faced by corporate whistleblowers and environmental defenders by consulting civil society groups and identifying best practices for witness protection in relevant past cases.

- Make requests for financial information and cooperation from government authorities outside the primary country where atrocities occurred. Follow up on requests and develop informal relationships with authorities in foreign jurisdictions who are in charge of answering official assistance requests.

- Begin investigations into targets’ corporate profiles and assets.

- In addition to criminal investigations, explore the separate avenue of seizing criminally-derived assets. In cases where there is not enough evidence for criminal charges, there may be an accessible path to civil asset forfeiture. Seek out experts in financial forensics as well as access to financial databases to help improve the identification of assets.
Prosecutions:

- Initiate formal investigations into the accused's assets to assess whether funds might be available for paying court fees and reparations orders. Initiate communication with various governments that may have jurisdiction over properties, bank accounts, or corporate entities connected to the accused.

- Develop theories of liability that address financiers and facilitators of atrocity crimes, including co-perpetration, command responsibility, aiding and abetting, and conspiracy. Consider whether remote actors provided material and/or moral support to direct perpetrators and how money, weapons, or services may have incentivized predicate crimes.

- Use evidence related to natural resource theft and financial networks to both support liability theories and prove financial crimes.

- Consult and share pertinent information with foreign jurisdictions that may also have evidence of finance networks, authority over criminally-derived assets, or jurisdiction over the movement of money either through companies or banks in their countries.

- Where possible based on evidence and available statutes, charge financial crimes in addition to atrocity crimes, including: the war crime of pillage for natural resource theft, money laundering, natural resource trafficking, forgery, and providing material support to human rights abusers.

- Pursue testimony from witnesses about how crimes were financed and the economic impact of crimes. This could include victim witnesses whose primary purpose is to testify to observations of violence and the impact of violence in addition to witnesses identified for their knowledge of business networks.

Sentencing and Reparations:

- In addition to imprisonment, pursue asset seizures as part of sentencing, highlighting both the human toll of economic crimes and the economic impact of violent crimes.

- Consult early and often with affected communities and civil society groups to develop reparations programs and design distribution strategies.

- Ensure protection measures for vulnerable witnesses who testified to the financial dimensions of crimes and that they continue to be protected during and well after trial and sentencing.
Annex II: Relevant crimes and case law

I. Crimes commonly at the intersection of violence and finance

| Forged labor | Natural resource trafficking |
| Torture | Material support to terrorism and human rights abuses |
| Enslavement and Sexual Slavery | Illegal taxation |
| Bribing foreign officials | Theft, forgery, embezzlement, fraud |
| Money and gold laundering | Doing business with sanctioned entities |
| Pillage of natural resources | Transporting stolen goods |

II. Relevant cases and initiatives

**Financial dimensions of serious international crimes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Name or subject of investigation</th>
<th>Jurisdiction // Crime base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic II</td>
<td>International Criminal Court // CAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argor Heraeus S.A.</td>
<td>Switzerland // DR Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutor v. Charles Ghankay Taylor</td>
<td>Special Court for Sierra Leone // Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafarge SA</td>
<td>France // Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lundin Oil executives</td>
<td>Sweden // Sudan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Individual commercial facilitation of war crimes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Name or defendant</th>
<th>Jurisdiction // Crime base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Public Prosecutor v. Guus Kouwenhoven</td>
<td>Netherlands // Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michel Desaedeleer</td>
<td>Belgium // Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frans Cornelis Adrianus van Anraat</td>
<td>Netherlands // Iraq</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Corporate liability for international crimes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Name or subject of investigation</th>
<th>Jurisdiction // Crime base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amesys</td>
<td>France // Libya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argor Heraeus S.A.</td>
<td>Switzerland // DR Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSBC Group and HSBC USA</td>
<td>United States // Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNP Paribas</td>
<td>France // Rwanda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Civil Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Name</th>
<th>Jurisdiction // Crime base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kiobel v. Shell</td>
<td>United States // Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesner v. Arab Bank, PLC</td>
<td>United States // Israel and the Palestinian Territories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHRDA v. Democratic Republic of Congo</td>
<td>African Commission on Human and People’s Rights // DR Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardona v. Chiquita</td>
<td>United States // Colombia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Asset Seizures and Reparations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Name or initiative</th>
<th>Jurisdiction // Crime base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba</td>
<td>International Criminal Court // CAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prosecutor v. Germain Katanga</td>
<td>International Criminal Court // DR Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOTA Foundation</td>
<td>United States, Switzerland // Kazakhstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset seizures against the property of General James Hoth Mai</td>
<td>Australia // South Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action <em>in rem</em> to forfeit assets involved in corruption conspiracy under the regime of General Sani Abacha</td>
<td>United States // Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prosecutor v. Ahmad Al Faqi Al Mahdi</td>
<td>International Criminal Court // Mali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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These consultations should be driven by more than the pursuit of practical information about harm and distribution. Discussing his disappointment with his seminal article, “The Case for Reparations,” Ta-Nehisi Coates said he thought it “did not explain how it felt to live your daily life under a system of plunder, under a system of theft. How does it individually feel, to live that way?” (see minute 12:00 in https://www.nypl.org/blog/2015/10/20/podcast-ta-nehisi-coates?gclid=CIa4gJnt8tQCFU.S.SfgodkkkDTA). International, national, and local authorities investigating the financial dimensions of atrocities in East and Central Africa would do well to ask this question of affected communities and individuals early and often for a heightened understanding by all about the complex impact of greed-driven violence in our societies. In Jean Pierre Bemba’s case, some such consultations took place, with input on the distribution of reparations submitted into the court record for review (see https://www.iom.int/sites/default/files/our_work/DOE/LPR/IOM-Submission-pursuant-to-article....pdf; https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2016_17743.PDF; https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2016_05577.PDF).

